Abstract-We propose a novel technique that allows one to conserve energy using the time integration scheme of one's choice. Traditionally, the time integration methods that deal with energy conservation, such as symplectic, geometric, and variational integrators, have aimed to include damping in a manner independent of the size of the time step, stating that this gives more control over the look and feel of the simulation. Generally speaking, damping adds to the overall aesthetics and appeal of a numerical simulation, especially since it damps out the high frequency oscillations that occur on the level of the discretization mesh. We propose an alternative technique that allows one to use damping as a material parameter to obtain the desired look and feel of a numerical simulation, while still exactly conserving the total energy-in stark contrast to previous methods in which adding damping effects necessarily removes energy from the mesh. This allows, for example, a deformable bouncing ball with aesthetically pleasing damping (and even undergoing collision) to collide with the ground and return to its original height exactly conserving energy, as shown in Fig. 2 . Furthermore, since our method works with any time integration scheme, the user can choose their favorite time integration method with regards to aesthetics and simply apply our method as a postprocess to conserve all or as much of the energy as desired.
D
EFORMABLE models have been used in computer graphics for over 20 years, dating back to the early work of [1] , [2] , [3] . While our work will focus on massspring models, the main ideas should be extendable to finite element methods (such as those in [4] and [5] ), though we do not evaluate FEMs within the scope of this paper. Many authors have explored various time integration schemes, such as fully implicit methods (e.g., [2] , [6] ), semi-implicit schemes (e.g., [7] , [8] ), and explicit schemes (e.g., [9] ).
Damping plays a much larger role in a numerical simulation than one might otherwise first expect. Implicit time integration schemes possess inherent damping, which can lead to undesirable artifacts as discussed by [10] . Other authors, such as [11] , stressed the desirability of schemes that add a known quantitative amount of damping independent of the time step, as opposed to an unknown quantity of scheme-inherent damping present in many implicit schemes. It is important to note that while some schemes require damping in order to achieve stability, even those that do not require it for stability use damping to achieve aesthetically pleasing results. For example, [12] states "in application practice, one generally wishes to have damping" but stresses the importance of damping independent of the time step in contrast to numerical damping, similar in vein to arguments in [10] . Similarly in the case of fluids, [13] states "completely inviscid [undamped] flows may look unnatural" and "fluid animation in computer graphics requires a small amount of viscosity to render the motion more realistic." We take this one step further. The aforementioned papers first achieve energy conservation and then add an explicitly controlled amount of time stepindependent damping to achieve realistic results, but that damping leads to a loss of energy conservation.
In fact, the Chao et al. [12] show exactly this phenomena in their paper talk [14] , where the energy conserving variational integrator produces high-frequency vibrations in an oscillating cube, and damping is used to achieve a more visually appealing simulation at the cost of energy conservation. Instead, our scheme allows for any amount of explicit or implicit damping in one's time integration scheme of choice and subsequently applies a correction that yields exact energy conservation as well-something not present in any contemporary methods in computer graphics or computational mechanics. This allows damping to be used as a material property to control the visual attractiveness of the simulation while maintaining energy conservation. Using our scheme, the cube from [14] can oscillate uniformly with the addition of damping while still conserving energy in Fig. 1 . Furthermore, the simulation shown in Fig. 2 with an aesthetically pleasing timeintegration scheme including damping (and collisions) allows for the sphere to bounce back to its original height with an effective elastic restitution coefficient of 1. Any other method that allows for any amount of implicit or explicit damping, independent of the time step or not, would dissipate energy, modeling a coefficient of restitution strictly less than 1. Any method that ignores damping (assuming it can correctly handle the collisions) in order to achieve exact energy conservation to allow the ball to return to the same height would then lose the ability to achieve the aesthetically pleasing results that damping allows.
We stress that both damping and energy conservation are important aspects of our approach. Whereas damping allows for aesthetically pleasing results, without energy conservation, the ball cannot return to its original height. Energy conservation also guarantees that simulations do not become unstable, which is especially important if one considers large time steps and real-time applications. Also pertinent to large time steps in real-time simulations as well as long-time simulations is the notion of cumulative damping. Whether the damping is intrinsically inherent in an implicit method or explicitly added independent of the time step in a method that otherwise conserves energy, repeated damping time step after time step will eventually lead to large amounts of energy being lost from the system. This situation is even worse for implicit damping where larger time steps mean faster energy loss in shorter periods of time. So in spite of methods that add explicit damping independent of the time step fairing better than other methods, over a long enough period of time the damping added to increase the visual fidelity of the system at each time step eventually removes significantly large amounts of energy from the system, cumulatively damping it out. A large advantage of our technique is that one can obtain the same visual fidelity with the same amount of damping yet never lose any energy from the system. Instead of removing high frequency energy via damping, we essentially move high frequency energy into lower frequencies, giving both visual fidelity and exact energy conservation.
Given the importance of energy conservation, we begin our exposition in Section 2 with a bottom-up approach to energy conservation for nonlinear elastic systems similar to some of the earliest papers on the topic, such as [15] which considered the motion of a single particle and the subsequent paper [16] that considered systems of particles. This leads us one step at a time toward a conclusion similar to theirs, that an iterative approach is required (one of their methods requires iteration and the other requires dual iteration). However, our bottom-up approach looks at the problem a bit differently in that we consider it from the standpoint of forces. Our resulting scheme is really no different in spirit from any number of contemporary energy conservative time integration schemes in addition to those already mentioned above. We refer the interested reader to a selection of papers on the topic (e.g., [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] ) as well as the book [22] . We note that the energy conserving time integration scheme that we propose in Section 2 is not intended to directly compete against the plethora of methods in the literature, but rather is used to illustrate a slightly different approach to driving a scheme of this type and as such lends itself to what we refer to as an energy budgeting process.
This energy budgeting process is a key ingredient in our novel technique which allows one to exactly conserve energy for any time integration method, explicit or implicit, with inherent or explicit damping for aesthetics as well as collisions, self-collisions, etc. For this reason, we continue the development of this scheme from the single spring force in Section 2.1, to multiple springs in Section 2.2, gravity in Section 2.3, multiple dimensions in Section 2.4, and more complex meshes in Section 3, before stating the main result of this paper in Sections 4 and 5. Notably, the method proposed in Section 4 does not require iteration, but instead achieves exact energy conservation through solving a single quadratic formula. This is in the spirit of the projection-type method in [23] , but since our approach is different our method lends itself to the simulation of more complex phenomena such as damping, collisions, and self-collisions (see Sections 4 and 5).
SPRING FORCES

Simple Spring
We begin by considering the evolution of a single spring in one spatial dimension. For the sake of illustration, we have chosen to use a Newmark time integration scheme similar to [8] , but a similar approach for energy conservation could be taken with other time integration schemes. Recall that in the context of a Newmark time integration scheme, the evolution of a single particle is defined as follows: Fig. 1 . Our global energy correction allows one to use damping to improve the aesthetics of a simulation while maintaining energy conservation, enabling a stretched cube to oscillate uniformly in and out while exactly conserving energy. In contrast, the variational integrator seen in [14] exhibits either high speed oscillations when exactly conserving energy or loss of energy when damping is added to make the simulation more visually appealing. Fig. 2 . Our global energy correction technique is used to restore all energy lost during evolution and collisions, allowing the sphere to bounce to its original height. It also restores energy lost from damping, as this simulation uses the semi-implicit Newmark scheme from [8] .
In order for energy to be conserved, ÁKE ¼ ÀÁP E must be true. We note that using the typical elastic spring force
ðl À l 0 Þ, where l is the spring's current length, does not in general satisfy this equation and therefore is not guaranteed to conserve energy.
To find an energy conserving spring force, we plug (3) and (4) into ÁKE ¼ ÀÁP E and solve for F , making the assumption that the spring does not change directions (which removes the absolute values). This produces the quadratic equation
Solving (9) produces two possible spring forces that exactly conserve energy given the current spring state and time step size. One root corresponds to a spring force which would result in a compressed energy-conserving final state for the spring, whereas the other root would result in an expanding final configuration for the spring. In order to choose the correct one, we compare the resulting velocity to the analytic velocity for the spring. Recall that the analytic solution for the velocity of the endpoints of a spring is
where v cm is the velocity of the center of mass of the spring, and
We choose the solution that produces velocities v nþ1 1 and v nþ1 2 closest to the analytic velocities. Fig. 3 (left) shows how using this new spring force allows a spring to exactly conserve its energy, oscillating back, and forth about its restlength. Moreover this works for large time steps, and Fig. 3 was computed using a time step equal to the framerate.
To handle constrained nodes, one should note that constrained nodes have infinite mass and a prespecified velocity. Given this, it is straightforward to handle constraints. In (9), any inverse mass terms corresponding to constrained nodes will become zero, and any velocity terms corresponding to constrained nodes will just be constants determined by the constrained velocity of those nodes. Fig. 3 (right) shows how our new spring force correctly conserves energy even when one node of the spring is constrained.
Multiple Springs
When multiple springs are connected together, the equations from Section 2.1 are no longer correct, as the ÁKE of a node with multiple incident springs cannot simply be A single unconstrained spring released from a stretched state and evolved using our new spring force, allowing it to continue to oscillate about the restlength. (Right) A single spring constrained at the left endpoint, released from a stretched state and evolved using our new spring force, allowing it to continue to oscillate about the restlength. Note that we chose a time step equal to the size of the framerate for both simulations.
attributed to the ÁP E of any single one of the incident springs, but must instead be shared among the ÁP Es of all the incident springs. If F is the spring force under consideration, and P F i is the sum of all other forces incident on node i, then ÁKE becomes
In a sense, we are just replacing v n i byv n i . This simplifies to
However, this is still not completely correct, since if one tries to sum all the ÁKE terms from all the equations together, one would notice that the cross terms
are double counted. As each cross term involves two forces, we simply split the cross term evenly between the two equations, to give the final ÁKE
The equation for ÁP E follows a similar logic when multiple springs are present, simply replacing occurrences of v n i in (4) withv n i . Now that we have adapted ÁKE ¼ ÀÁP E to the multiple spring case, we would like to solve for the actual spring forces. However, each ÁKE ¼ ÀÁP E equation contains multiple spring forces in it. Our approach to this problem is to simply iterate over all the springs in a GaussJacobi fashion. Since each equation is associated with a particular spring, we just set all the other spring forces in that equation to whatever estimate for their value was obtained in the last iteration. This leaves a set of quadratic equations with only one variable spring force in each, which we can solve the same way we did for the single spring case.
It is possible that this iterative technique takes many iterations to converge, particularly for large systems of springs. This is where the second half of the Newmark integration scheme, the velocity update, comes in handy. In the velocity update, the same ÁKE ¼ ÀÁP E equations are set up for each spring, but as the new positions are already known, ÁP E can be computed and plugged into each equation as a constant. This allows one to handle a position update that produces erroneous positions, whether that stems from nonconvergence in the method we described above, or simply from using other less accurate methods for the position update. In particular, this means that even if the position update is erroneous, one can fix the velocity to still conserve total energy.
As the velocity update for multiple springs is solved with the same iterative approach as the position update, it is also possible that it may not converge. If so, this means that at the end of the time step energy is not exactly conserved, with too much or too little energy existing in the system. However, we can compute exactly what this residual energy error, which we will call P E res , is for each spring as P E res ¼ ÁKE þ ÁP E, where ÁKE and ÁP E are computed using the spring force from the last iteration of the solve.
P E res can then be used in the next time step by adding it to the ÁP E term of the ÁKE ¼ ÀÁP E equation for the spring it corresponds to. This can be thought of as slightly compressing or expanding the spring in the next time step to account for any energy error (hence why we call it potential energy residual). Keeping track of the energy error in this fashion allows one to fix the energy error in the system over time, so that the energy error does not accumulate. This process of computing and using P E res is what we refer to as energy budgeting. Fig. 4 shows how our new spring force works to conserve energy exactly for multiple springs, even with large time steps.
Gravity
The same ideas described above for energy conserving spring forces can be extended to other forces as well, including gravity. Consider a single particle in one spatial dimension which corresponds to the gravity direction and where the only force on that particle is gravity. ÁKE can be written down as (Left) Two unconstrained springs released from a stretched state and evolved using our new spring force, allowing them to continue to oscillate about their restlengths. (Right) Two identical springs are constrained on their nonshared endpoints, while the shared node is offset from the center. The shared node is then released and the springs are evolved using our new spring force, allowing the shared node to continue to oscillate back and forth. Note that we chose a time step equal to the size of the framerate for both simulations.
Recalling that the P E of a particle due to gravity is Àmgh, where g is the (downward) gravity force and h is the height of the particle, ÁP E can be written down as
Then we simply solve ÁKE ¼ ÀÁP E in the same manner we do for springs to get the gravity force. Gravity can be combined with springs using the same strategy for handling multiple spring forces as described in Section 2.2, replacing v n everywhere withv n . Fig. 5 shows a spring interacting with gravity while fully conserving energy.
Multiple Dimensions
Until this point, we have only dealt with forces in one spatial dimension. In particular, we have assumed that the spring force direction stays constant throughout the time step. Now, we consider how the equations change in multiple spatial dimensions. We approximate the spring direction over the entire time step by the spring direction at the beginning of the time step. This means, that at the end of the update, when all forces are applied and new positions and velocities are computed, energy will not be exactly conserved. We can again utilize our energy budgeting framework, computing P E res to keep track of this error to be fixed in subsequent time steps. This is highly desirable from the standpoint of efficiency as compared to a requirement of exact energy conservation every time step.
First, consider a single spring in isolation. ÁKE becomes
where F is the magnitude of the spring force and u is the spring direction. Notice that (28) and the equivalent (3) for a single spring in one spatial dimension differ only in that all velocities are projected into the spring direction u. Now, consider what happens to ÁP E
where
The presence of the magnitudes makes it difficult to rewrite ÁP E as a quadratic in terms of the spring force F . However, if we recall that (28) and (3) differed only in that all velocities and positions were projected into the spring direction, projecting the problem back into one spatial dimension, we will do the same for ÁP E. Therefore, we can simply use (4) for ÁP E, where c represents the same value, and a and b change to
Though this is again an approximation of ÁP E, the energy error that occurs can be put into P E res to be fixed in subsequent time steps. Figs. 6 and 7 show how our approach conserves energy for springs in multiple dimensions. . A single spring under gravity which is constrained at the top endpoint, released from a stretched state and evolved using our new spring force, allowing it to continue to oscillate about the restlength. The time step size of this simulation was set to the framerate. Fig. 6 . A single spring rotating about its center of mass while conserving energy. The time step size is set to the framerate.
MORE COMPLEX ENERGY BUDGETING
The method proposed in Section 2 focuses on energy conservation from a force-based perspective in that one aims to solve for the force that gives exact energy conservation. While this force is simple to determine for a simple spring in Section 2.1, iteration was required for multiple springs in Section 2.2. Thus, we introduce the concept of energy budgeting, where computing P E res ¼ ÁKE þ ÁP E accounts for errors in energy conservation. This is useful if one does not desire to perform Gauss-Jacobi iterations to convergence. Although this leads to nonconservation of energy in a single time step, those errors are accounted for and accumulated so that they can be accounted for in future time steps, producing a scheme that is energy conserving in the long run. We take advantage of this in Section 2.4 in order to approximate the direction of rotating springs as constant over a time step. In this section, we consider more complex meshes constructed from basic elements such as triangles and tetrahedra and explain the energy budgeting process for more complex altitude and bending springs. The intent is to give the reader a broader view of energy budgeting so that they may use it to account for their own favorite elements.
Altitude Springs
Following the work of [24] and [25] , we use altitude springs when simulating triangles and tetrahedra for volume preservation. For simplicity, we will consider just triangle altitude springs, as the extension to tetrahedra is straightforward. An altitude spring is placed between each particle of the triangle, and a virtual node projected onto the plane of the opposite edge. An equal and opposite spring force is applied to the particle and the virtual node, and the virtual node distributes its forces barycentrically to the particles of the edge. As discussed in [26] , the inverse mass and velocity of this virtual node are defined as
where nodes 1 and 2 form the edge along which the virtual node lies, and w 1 and w 2 are the barycentric weights of those two nodes. If one considers a single altitude spring in isolation where the altitude goes from node 3 to the edge formed by nodes 1 and 2, then the equation for ÁKE becomes
which we note is exactly what one gets with a normal spring, except that one of the endpoints is replaced by the weighted sum of two nodes. The equation for ÁP E is easily modified in a similar fashion. However, as noted in [27] , if all three altitude springs in a triangle are used at once, one might encounter negative barycentric weights. To prevent these degenerate cases, we only ever use the shortest altitude spring, which also means we only need to keep track of one P E res per triangle/tetrahedron. However, as the shortest altitude spring will switch throughout the course of a simulation, and because the restlength and Young's modulus may be different for each altitude, simply switching springs while using the same P E res is not sufficient. To handle this, whenever we switch altitude springs in a triangle or tetrahedra, we update the P E res associated with that element as follows:
1. P E total ¼ P E old altitude À P E res . 2. P E res ¼ P E new altitude À P E total . This ensures that energy is conserved when altitude springs are added and removed from the simulation. As future work, it would be interesting to try to adapt this scheme to a method that handles remeshing, such as [28] . Fig. 10 shows a simulation with energy conserving triangle altitude springs, and Fig. 8 shows the extension of this method to energy conserving tetrahedron altitude springs. Fig. 9 shows the total energy at the end of each frame in the simulation, where the green line shows the energy using our new energy conserving spring forces, and the red line shows the total energy if normal spring forces were used for that frame.
Bending Springs
To simulate thin deformable materials such as cloth, we add a simple bending model composed of two springs to resist bending motion. One of these springs connects opposite vertices across an edge shared by two triangles and can be made energy conserving by simply considering what is Fig. 7 . Three springs constrained at their nonshared endpoints, where the shared node is given an initial velocity to the upper right. The shared node is then released and the springs are evolved using our new spring force, allowing the shared node to continue to oscillate back and forth. The time step size is set equal to the framerate of the simulation. Fig. 8 . A single tetrahedron with edge and altitude springs is stretched and then released. It is evolved using our new spring force, which allows it to oscillate back and forth continuously about its rest state. The time step size of this simulation is set equal to the framerate. done for normal edge springs, as it just connects two nodes in the mesh. However, if the two triangles become coplanar, this spring cannot recover the rest curvature as it lies in-plane with the triangles. A second axial bending spring is added to alleviate this problem by connecting a virtual node on the shared edge to a virtual node on the first bending spring.
To make the axial bending spring energy conserving, we apply a similar approach to handling altitude springs, except that instead of only one endpoint being a virtual node, both endpoints are now virtual nodes. However, one will notice that this axial bending spring is actually a zerolength spring. To handle this in our energy conserving framework, we first recall that the potential energy of a zero-length spring is
where the only difference with a normal spring is the use of the visual restlengthl 0 in addition to the normal restlength l 0 , which prevents division by zero. Replacing l 0 byl 0 in (4) allows us to handle zero-length springs in an energy conserving way. Fig. 10 shows a simple example of these energy conserving bending springs. It is feasible that these ideas could be extended to other bending models, such as [8] , [29] , [30] . Moreover, we imagine one could extend these energy conservation techniques to other models based on mass-spring systems, such as the hard and soft constraints in [26] (see also [31] ).
OUR NEW SCHEME
In Section 2, we outlined a force-based iterative approach to conserving energy in a mass-spring system which relied on an energy budgeting process where exact changes in kinetic and potential energy were computed and the net change in energy was denoted P E res ¼ ÁKE þ ÁP E. Using an iterative approach one can drive P E res to zero, which is the typical goal of contemporary energy conserving time integration schemes. However, we instead exploited the ability to carry nonzero values of P E res forward in order to simplify the iterative schemes in multiple dimensions in Section 2.4 and in order to cut down on the number of iterations required. In this section, we propose our novel approach to energy conservation which allows one to set P E res to zero exactly conserving energy by solving a simple quadratic equation requiring no iteration. In fact one could use their favorite time integration scheme with their favorite forces, including elasticity and damping(!), and simply insert their value of F into the formulas for ÁKE and ÁP E in order to compute P E res for their scheme. Then our new global correction method (explained below) would allow them to exactly conserve the energy in post process for that scheme. Because one only needs to know P E res for their favorite scheme, we dedicated Section 3 to a few more complex elements such as altitude and bending springs to give the reader some insight into how they might compute P E res for various elements.
Motivation
First, for the sake of motivation, let us consider ether drag, which usually takes the velocity and scales it back based on some ether drag coefficient. Now, imagine if a mesh had too much energy as indicated by P E res . One could simply add some ether drag to every node to slow everything down, such that the overall change in kinetic energy due to ether drag accounts for the total P E res still present in the mesh. We write this down as
This simplifies to
where is the global ether drag coefficient. This quadratic equation can be solved for , which produces an ether drag force on each node that will decrease the global energy to be closer to the correct amount. Of course one can only decrease the KE to zero, so there could still be P E res left over to be fixed in the next time step, but applying this global Fig. 10 . Two connected triangles with edge, altitude, and bending springs are constrained at their nonshared nodes. The shared nodes are given an initial velocity, and the triangles are evolved using our new spring force, allowing the triangles to oscillate back and forth about their rest state. The time step size of this simulation is set equal to the framerate. Fig. 9 . A graph showing the total energy at the end of each frame in the simulation of a single tetrahedron with altitude springs shown in Fig. 8 . The green line shows the energy using our new energy conserving spring forces, and the red line shows the total energy if normal spring forces were used for that frame.
correction will bring the total energy closer to the correct amount. If instead the mesh did not have enough energy, one could do the opposite of ether drag and increase all the velocities slightly to get the correct total energy. Since ether drag does not conserve momentum we do not propose using it as a method to fix the global energy, but it is useful in conceptualizing the main idea. We will now introduce two momentum preserving forces that can be used in a similar way to correct the total energy while also conserving momentum.
Momentum Conserving Correction Forces
The motivational exposition in Section 4.1 for ether drag actually extends in a straightforward way to other forces that conserve momentum. The first force we will consider is the elastic spring force used in the standard velocity update. Replacing the elastic force for the ether drag force in (42) gives
where P F e is the sum of all elastic forces felt on a specific node. Again, we have a quadratic in , which we can solve in the same manner as when using ether drag. Using the elastic force instead of an ether drag force allows the global energy correction to be momentum conserving.
Instead of using the elastic force for the global correction, one could also use the damping force from the velocity update. One arrives at the same quadratic equation in as for the elastic force case, except with P F e replaced by P F d , where P F d is the sum of all damping forces felt by a specific node. As with using elastic forces, using a damping force for the global energy correction allows for momentum conservation.
Note that what we are doing here is we have a momentum that we like, but we want a better total energy. This is similar to the energy correction in [32] , where angular momentum is conserved but a new rigid body orientation is obtained that conserves energy. Through various tests, we found the best results are produced when damping forces are used in the cases where energy needs to be taken out of the mesh (something damping forces are known to be good for) and elastic forces are used in the cases where energy needs to be put back into the mesh. That is, we use damping when P E res is positive and elastic forces when P E res is negative.
A Note on Damping
It is important to keep in mind that we are not simulating a mass-spring network with the intention of simulating a mass-spring network, but rather in order to approximate what a deformable object would do as it experiences realworld forces. This is especially important for inviscid (undamped) models where a disturbance in the massspring network can excite frequencies at all scales, all the way up to the Nyquist frequency. This can appear rather disturbing, and one typically adds damping to remove energy at the highest frequencies.
Damping does two things in a simulation; it provides homogenization of the mass-spring network, limiting the highest frequency (or smallest scale) that visible vibrations occur and removes energy from the simulation. The first of these is a necessity for any high-fidelity simulation, whereas the second is undesirable, and our approach allows one to keep the first, desirable aspect of damping while discarding the second. At a high-level one can think of the first use of damping as a material parameter that can be used to adjust the look and feel of a simulation, whereas the second use is strictly to remove energy.
Furthermore, it is important to note that for a given simulation on a given mesh, damping can be minimized but not removed entirely. Take Fig. 11 , where we show that a highly deformable piece of cloth is able to recover its initial height when using our energy conservation framework. We reran it using a very small time step of the semi-implicit Newmark integration scheme of [8] , which made the simulation take quite a long time to run. A time step this small could never be used in practice but we did it to minimize numerical dissipation as much as possible. Then to minimize physical dissipation we set the damping to zero; Fig. 12(Left) shows the result. The cloth mesh starts to oscillate on the scale of the grid-as we pointed out earlier in Section 1, this is similar to what is achieved by a variational method without damping. Energy is preserved but the simulation does not mimic an expected material behavior but rather shows frequencies particular to the scale of the mesh. If we add just a very small amount of physical damping, increasing it to 0.0001, we get the result in Fig. 12 (Right), with rather nice energy preserving behavior. This is about the best we can do preserving energy in this example, using an impractically small time step and a hand tuned, very small amount of damping. Now for a different mesh, simulation example, time integration scheme, and mass-spring model one might do better, but the issues are symptomatic. Numerical damping can be driven very low with impractically small time steps, and physical damping can be set very low but still needs to be big enough to "hide" the mesh discretization. This is the same conclusion that those doing variational methods come to without Fig. 11 . A piece of cloth is constrained by two points and let go from its horizontal initial state. Our energy conservation framework enables it to continue swinging back and forth and achieve its initial height.
having stated it. One can think of our method in some ways as a better constitutive model for the mesh-one that does a better job modeling a real material without discretization artifacts while not requiring the removal of energy from the system (either with numerical or with physical damping).
Correcting Arbitrary Time Integrators
In summary, the key idea of our method is to compute a P E res and then apply the correction forces in Section 4.2 to obtain energy conservation. Those correction forces can be used on any mesh, whether it be discretized with masses and springs or even finite elements. Whereas the correction forces are proposed in a mass-spring formulation, the original forces used in the simulation could come from a finite element model as long as P E res is properly computed. In fact one could use a time integration scheme of their choice, whether it be implicit, semi-implicit, explicit, variational, symplectic, geometric, etc., and as long as P E res can be computed via an energy budgeting process, one can use the correction forces in Section 4.2 to achieve energy conservation. Moreover, the original time integration method can include both elastic and damping forces, with damping being especially important because it gives aesthetic appeal to a simulation. In fact, we chose the method from [8] with visually appealing damping parameters for Figs. 2, 11, 13, 15, and 16 . In each simulation, we simply computed P E res in each time step using the methods outlined in Sections 2 and 3 and subsequently calculated correction forces along the lines of Section 4.2.
In Fig. 14, the red line shows the results using the standard scheme from [8] to simulate the bouncing sphere shown in Fig. 2 . However, using our energy budgeting process to compute P E res and then apply our correction forces leads to the green graph, where energy is obviously much better conserved. Note that while the fact that one can only decrease the KE to zero indicates that one cannot always exactly zero out P E res every time step with the correction forces, any left over P E res in each time step accumulates and is fixed in future time steps. As can be seen by comparing the green and red lines on the graph, the correction makes an enormous difference in the simulation and produces a line that appears constant to the naked eye.
COLLISIONS
An obvious benefit of our energy budgeting process is that we can readily incorporate both collisions and self-collisions. Collisions are handled using the integration scheme
Collisions: modify v n and x nþ1 . 4. Self-Collisions: modify v n and x nþ1 .
Át m F (collision constraints in CG solve). First, let us consider what happens during collisions with rigid bodies. In step 3 above, when a particle collides with a rigid body, its velocity is set to the velocity of the body, resulting in a change in kinetic energy. Moreover, the particle is moved to the surface of the body, resulting in a change in potential energy for all springs attached to that particle. If energy is to be conserved, the ÁKE due to collisions must equal ÀÁP E due to collisions. Typically, energy is not conserved during collisions and often increases. We stress that stiffer objects and larger time steps result in a more drastic ÁP E due to collisions. As a result, large energy errors will be made, which could potentially result in unstable simulations. To ensure energy is conserved throughout the simulation, we compute the energy error ÁKE þ ÁP E due to collisions, and use our global correction from Section 4 to correct it. Even if one does not intend to use our algorithm for energy conservation at all, monitoring the energy difference during collisions and identifying any time steps where the energy increases would be important.
As in [6] , [26] , [33] , we use collisions as constraints on v nþ1 in the conjugate gradients solve during the velocity Fig. 13 . A complex deformable armadillo is stretched and released with its feet constrained. Our energy conservation framework allows the armadillo to maintain its energy and continue bouncing over time.
Fig. 14. A graph showing the total energy over time in the simulation of the coarse tetrahedralized sphere shown in Fig. 2 . The red line is the total energy when our energy conservation scheme is not used, whereas the green line is the total energy when utilizing our new scheme. The sudden declines in the red line correspond to collisions between the sphere and the ground. Fig. 12 . The same cloth as in Fig. 11 , except run using a small time step of the semi-implicit Newmark time integration scheme from [8] . (Left) No physical damping is added, causing the cloth to oscillate on the scale of the grid. (Right) A small amount of physical damping is added, alleviating the high-frequency oscillations while resulting in near-energy preservation, at the cost of a impractically small time step.
update in step 5 above. In this case, we would again like to determine the ÁKE due to using these collision constraints, as this will allow us to determine the energy gained or lost due to this part of collisions. However, as these constraints are enforced as projections in the solve, which includes elastic and damping forces as well, one cannot simply measure the kinetic energy before and after the solve. In order to determine the ÁKE due to just the collision constraints, we take the ÁKE computed after the CG solve, and subtract off the ÁKE that would have resulted by applying just the elastic and the damping forces. Once this is determined, any energy gained or lost can be corrected using the global correction from Section 4. Fig. 2 shows an example of an energy conserving simulation including collisions. We note our method makes it possible to restore only part of the energy lost to collisions, allowing an animator to explicitly control how much energy collisions remove from the simulation. It is important to note that similar energy conservation approaches can be applied to other collision handling schemes. For more on collision handling techniques, we refer the interested reader to the recent paper of [34] .
Self-Collisions
As the amount of deformation in a mesh becomes more significant, it becomes important to handle self-collisions, which we handle using the method of [7] . We first note that self-collisions change both positions and velocities, resulting in changes to both P E and KE. Moreover, no energy should be lost to self-collisions, as all forces are exchanged between elements of the mesh. Therefore, to conserve energy, we simply measure both the kinetic and potential energy before and after self-collisions are applied and fix any error ÁKE þ ÁP E with the global correction described in Section 4. In Fig. 15 , we show an energy conserving simulation with self collisions.
We note that there are many other techniques for handling self-collisions, referring the interested reader to [35] , and stress that similar energy conservation techniques could be applied to these other methods. In particular, [36] showed that under various situations, such as when cloth is pinched in the armpit of a character (between two bodies), it is sometimes desirable to allow interpenetration of cloth, which can be untangled afterward. Note that this untangling requires changing of both positions and velocities of the cloth mesh, leading to changes in potential and kinetic energy. If these changes are undesired, they can be accounted for and corrected with our global correction method.
EXAMPLES
In Fig. 2 , we show a deformable sphere bouncing on the ground, and by using our global energy correction framework, it is able to recover its initial height while maintaining interesting oscillations due to the collision with the ground. We show that the same global energy correction can be applied to simulations with self-collisions in Fig. 15 , where we drop a deformable wheel on the ground. Even with both rigid/deformable and self-collisions, the wheel is able to regain its initial height. In Fig. 11 , we show that a highly deformable piece of cloth also is able to recover its initial height when using our energy conservation framework. It would be interesting to see if we could extend our methods, especially the energy conserving global fix in Section 4, to consider other models for cloth, such as the yarn-based model seen in [37] . In the attached videos, a slight artifact is apparent in the bouncing sphere videos when the stiffness is Fig. 15 . A deformable wheel is dropped from a height and collides with the ground and itself, producing both rigid/deformable and self-collisions. Our global energy correction technique is used to restore all energy lost during evolution and collisions, allowing the wheel to bounce to its original height. Fig. 16 . A complex deformable armadillo model is dropped down a flight of stairs, exhibiting both rigid/deformable and self-collisions.
high, causing the sphere to bounce off-center. We hypothesize that this is due to the discretization of the sphere, as it is noticeably worse when a coarse discretization is used, and when the sphere is not allowed to deform significantly, allowing the initial point of impact to play a significant role in determining the direction of the sphere's bounce. A similar artifact is seen in the video of the hanging cloth, where the swing of the cloth changes toward the end of the video. We again believe this bias is due to the coarseness of the discretization, with the cloth containing roughly only 5,500 triangles. It would be interesting to see if increasing the resolution of the meshes and improving the symmetry of the discretization removes these simulation artifacts.
Finally, we show that our energy conservation framework works on complex meshes as well. In Fig. 13 , we stretch a complex armadillo mesh out and, while constraining its feet, we release it and let it bounce around. Using a typical deformable mesh solver, one would see this motion damp out over time; using our framework the armadillo continues to move around while conserving energy. In Fig. 16 , we drop the armadillo down a flight of stairs, showing that rigid/deformable collisions and self-collisions continue to work with complex meshes.
Energy budgeting, i.e., calculating P E res , is rather straightforward and adds very little overhead to the cost of the simulation. Similarly, the calculation of the correction forces is also straightforward and approximately equivalent to one explicit time step. Overall in our simulations, the simulation time was dominated by the conjugate gradient solve to implicitly handle viscosity and our energy budgeting correction forces were similar in cost to the explicit part of the time step.
CONCLUSION
We introduced a novel technique for energy conserving simulation of deformable bodies regardless of the underlying time integration scheme. Our scheme allows the incorporation of collisions, self-collisions, and most importantly damping, which, as authors of other energy conserving integration schemes have pointed out, is crucial to the aesthetics of a simulation. However, unlike other energy conserving schemes where the addition of visually appealing damping necessarily removes the energy conservation property, our approach allows one to maintain energy conservation while using damping as a material parameter to improve the aesthetics of the simulation. Finally, the energy budgeting approach that our method takes allows it to be applied as a lightweight postprocess energy fix to the time integration method of one's choice, allowing one to conserve as much or as little energy as is visually desirable.
One of the main limitations with the global correction scheme we proposed is that it does not provide control over where in the mesh the energy error is distributed. In future work, we would like to explore different momentum conserving correction forces similar to those presented in Section 4.2, but which allow the energy error to be distributed less uniformly or targeted to specific parts of the mesh. Furthermore, we are interested in exploring whether other less simplistic forces could be used with our global correction, and whether these forces produce more visually appealing results as compared to simply scaling the damping or elastic forces.
In Figs. 2, 15 , and 16, we show how our global energy correction works in the presence of collisions with kinematic objects. In future work, we would like to explore how our global energy correction extends to the interaction of multiple dynamic objects. Namely, one could keep track of the energy error due only to the collision of two bodies, and distribute that error back to the two bodies by applying an epsilon-scaled version of the original collision forces, much like the other global correction schemes we introduced in Sections 4 and 5. This will ensure that energy is conserved during multiple object interaction, while maintaining conservation of momentum.
Finally, we have only experimentally tested our global correction for a mass-spring-based system using a semiimplicit Newmark integration scheme. Nothing in our global correction scheme is specific to mass-spring systems or semi-implicit Newmark integration, and in future work, we would like to explore the generality of our correction scheme in the context of other solvers.
